
What are the NOUN Objects Really? 
 
2001: bee hive trap 
2002: bookend 
2003: Fidget toy 
2004: pencil sharpener 
2005: fish tank stone 
2006: space ship top 
2007: This is an air blower for cleaning lenses on SLR cameras 1007 in database 
2008: curlers formed together (would want to superglue) 1008 in database 
2009: dog toy 
2010: dog toy (pet shop/pet aisle) 
 
2011: a noisemaker, found in a toyshop, might find one on a site for party bags/party favours or a 
party supply store 
2012: weird worm toy coiled 
2013: sling shot 
2014: this light-up toy  
2015: ball catcher 
2016: bird toy (it had a chain to hang the cone so the ropes dangled, but I took the chain off), pet 
shop/pet aisle. 
2017: kenetic wheel, AKA space racer wheel AKA magic rail twirler, may be too large (I’ve also 
seen these at museum gift shops) 
2018: This coils string 
2019: cat nip toy, from the front looks like a smily face. (pet shop/pet aisle) 
2020: Jacob’s Ladder  
 
2021: foam arrow, part photoshopped out 
2022: marker 
2023: ball that changes colour when thrown 
2024: connected disks, some kind of educational toy 
2025: boomerang 
2026: dog toy 
2027: cover for room fresheners 
2028: cat toy, found this one at the pound store (cf. dollar store) 
2029: cover for room fresheners 
2030: marker 
 
2031: book end 1031 in database 
2032: submarine 
2033: cat toy cage 
2034: This is one of my all-time favourite stimuli. The original was called worm ball or wormz or 
worm ballz or something like that, found at Target. The one pictured was a later model that had 
hands or stars on the ends that I cut off. The last time I saw one (years ago) they had changed it so 
there was a solid mass with an LED in the middle  
2035: giant pen with pen tip removed and cooper scourer pad on top 
2036: cup-and-ball toy  
2037: teething ring with a bit photoshoped out 
2038: heart-shaped slinky faned out 
2039: LED top 
2040: some rubber toy I found in the toy aisle 
 
2041: massager 
2042: this is a small personal fan with the blades removed 
2043: Clacker  1043 in database 
2044: this is a diving toy (put it in a pool and dive after it) I found it in the Target dollar section, 
but they might have them online. The ball has a small weight. 



2045: wooden ball toy  
2046: keychain with bubbles inside, found that that new-age-y gift shop 
2047: perfume sprayer from the pound store/dollar store 
2048: see 2034 
2049: slide whistle 
2050: mobile phone stand for a car 
 
2051: finger castanet 
2052: noisemaker 
2053: hand castanet (the top link could be painted)  
2054: floating ball game 
2055: aroma therapy oil burner 
2056: dog toy 
2057: spout for a watering can (there are tiny holes in the white cover) 
2058: this was the hole of a child’s golf game I found at the pound store 
2059: Maraca pen 
2060: dog toy, there might have been some rope I removed 
 
2061: dog toy 
2062: dog toy 
2063: Magic loops, formed like Saturn (one of the positions they go into) 
2064: massager 


